EPISODE 308:”Don't hate me because I'm evil”

Panoba, Night 13
The tribe is in turmoil after the shocking blindside of Courtney; however, one
diabolical pair are relishing in their success.
Lill – CONFESSIONAL - I think it's fair to say that LillOwnage IS in effect.
Tijuana - Sorry, I'm laughing in real life lol.
Lill - I don't think she expected that. You and me to the end?
Tijuana – It's the only way to be
Lill - My stomach was in knots. I always get worried everybody is hosing me just before the vote is
read...just like courtney does...er did.

Tijuana - Yeah I was having a mini anxiety attack before the results were posted and I kept hitting
refresh. Oh man, I bet that jury lodge is going to be fun now lol.
Lill - Oh she is going to have quite a few choice things to say about me, even though technically it
was YOUR plan. I still enjoyed it. You'll probably get her vote. My sucks box is going to be full of
hatemail tonite.
Lill – CONFESSIONAL - We pulled it off. Courtney is gone. Amanda is pissed. James is taking
it well. I expect both of them to make a run for the boarder and try to get something going with
the stragglers. I hope Todd tries to make a deal. If we can keep Me, Tijuana, Andrew, Osten, and
Ryan together, we go to F5.
Lill - Drinks are on me...
Andrew - Yeah baby! Drink up, and congratz! Another sweet win, I bet they are PISSED.
Tijuana This is almost too easy.
Andrew - We've worked hard, and I think we deserve this.
Tijuana - well, Lill told me that she'd like the three of us to be F3 and I think Ryan said the same
thing so we're sitting pretty.
Andrew - We sure are. Who would have thunk it? We just got to make sure no one stirs the shit.
As the ex-Omurano’s celebrate, the former Andoans panic.
James – CONFESSIONAL - Well what can I say really? We had an alliance, it seemed solid,
and turns out it wasn't. That's ok. I can handle being blindsided, as long as I ain't the direct
target. I'm a little pissed at Ryan though for not telling me. So he's stuck the knife in back twice.
If he plans on ditching me, I ain't just gonna applaud him and vote for him at the end. That's the
knife that smarts the most. So basically...I guess me and Amanda are pretty screwed. I mean,
Lill, T and Ryan, they've proven themselves to be flip flopping rats. They could have done in
Todd, if they just wanted to get another Andoa out. But nope...had to be one of our own.
The fact that Lill was so willing to give up her partner...
I just hope Amanda goes before me. I
definitely think I can get out of this alive. I just need time to take it all in.
James - Did you just...do in your own partner?
Lill - sorry. She was making side deals not including me. I hate that. Is it so hard to stick to the
damn plan? She was also a psychotic paranoid loony most of the time.
James - So are we gonna get pagonged? Or is there still hope for ol' Jamesy?
Lill - Amanda and Todd will go before you. You will have the last pairs immunity idol. Use it at the
right time and you're in to the end.
James - Why are you telling me this? Do you actually...like me?
Lill - Of course I do. You at least understand the nature of the game and don't get openly pissed
about stuff. Courtney, Christa, and Amanda were pissy and pmsing at me all the time.
James - That they were. So T is...willing to give up Amanda?
Lill - That's the plan. We'll see if she'll actually do it next round. The "bootlist" was her idea.
James runs to his main ally, Amanda, with the bad news.

James - Thank god you came on, So...we've just been majorly played. It's not looking good for us.
Did T clue you in at all?
Amanda - What the fuck happened?
James - The ratfinks stuck together and knifed Courtney.
So now they've stabbed everyone in
the game. Promise me you won't vote for any of the three of them, k? Unless they're up against
each other. :puke
Amanda - Ryan, Lil and Tijuana? All three of them?
James - Yup the vote was 5-4. Right down tribal lines. That T has played us good.
Amanda - I'm gonna bitch her out big time.
James - I'm trying to beg them to boot one of theirs next. Hope it works.
I'm so shocked, I
actually find it funny.
Amanda - To me its obvious that Lil made the move. Do you think we can ever trust Ryan again? I'm
thinking one of two things. One: We get Osten and Andrew to our side, along with Todd, that's a
majority. Two: We get back into the good graces of Tijuana and Ryan, make a final four deal
with them, keep Todd with us and take out Lil, Osten and Andrew.
James - If you can get T down with that plan I think I can bring in Ryan. Though plan one sounds
very intriguing.

Todd promptly logged off after getting played for the umpteenth time.

Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - WHAT THE FUCK?! COURTNEY IS GONE?! Lil is such a two-faced
twat. No more Miss Nice Amanda (even though I wasn't really all that nice before) but I guess I
was less prepared than I even thought, I've got to get ruthless and scrappy if I want to stay in this
game. I'm going to refer to myself as QUEEN CUNT OF THE UNIVERSE from here on out. I'm only
going to be loyal to James and perhaps Todd. Everyone else is fucking with the wrong bitch.
Amanda confronts her partner, Tijuana, about the status of their friendship outside
of the game.
Amanda – Seriously? I never would have betrayed you in this game. Can you atleast explain what
happened?
Tijuana - Welllllllllll. It's really more thanks to the others. I trust you and I know that you would
have never flipped on me but I didn't have that same level of trust in the others. Courtney,
basically made the same mistakes as Christa - she stuck her hand in too many pots and after
notes were compared it was easy to see she was trying to play us (of course it was all done so
that she'd be more secure). You know, she'd tell me that she wanted Lill out, she presented two
different F4s...come to find out that she also presented different F4s with other people and also
discussed targeting you first. I just didn't feel safe and secure sticking with this partners thing
because each round required a great deal of faith that I just didn't have.
Amanda - I understand, and honestly eventually I wanted to take her out as well because she was a
threat to win the game. Where do we move forward from here?
Amanda doesn’t receive a response.
Amanda - Um, what happened?
Lill - well... we got rid of the paranoid crazy person who was driving me up the wall with her hand
wringing and tirades. Sorry. I couldn't take it anymore. If she didn't make the decision, she
bitched about every detail of it.
Amanda - I understand, but I wish you would have told me. But I get that you would worry that I'd
tell her. So whats the deal now? Are you, Ryan and Tijuana back with Osten and Drew?

Lill - yeah. Sorry. It had to be done quietly and neatly. I couldn't take the risk you'd blab to her.
Courtney was already making deals that didn't include me and I hate that. I stuck to the plan
until 4 people told me She tried to make deals with them cutting me out. Every 5 minutes
Courtney would pm me "what are you talking to (todd, osten,james,tijuana...) about? Fill me in!"
It made me crazy.
Lill and Tijuana discuss the backlash and their histories with their partners.
Tijuana - I've played a game with Amanda before and I betrayed her in that game so it shouldn't
really be all that surprising that I'd do it again
Lill - Oh, Courtney and I have been enemies like 8 times. I have no idea why Jeff partnered us. I
expect we'll get some inteeresting PM's tonite.
Tijuana - Amanda keeps pm'ing me lol. I finally responded.
Amanda - We have to hold onto Todd. Who would have think he would have become so crucial?
James - Hell yeah we do. I'm so glad we haven't burnt that bridge. Some of these other "players"
however...
Amanda - Blech. I actually was contemplating making a move on that cunt Lil earlier tonight.
James - Oh we need to work it fo sho after tonight babe. We're in deep dogdoo. I still can't believe
Lill just tossed Courtz aside like that.
Amanda - She's saying Courntey was driving her insane. Courtney did not deserve that at all.
James - Especially after Courtz had her accident and Lill was hoping to replace her with a dog.
Lill just needs to die. Period.
James continues begging to stay in the game.
James - Baby we know you run the show around here... But could you Amber/Jerri out
Andrew/Osten? For me? Pretty please?
Tijuana - *files suggestion* I think you should all compete in a beauty pageant. Winners get to stay.
James - James would win hands down, dawg. He's so purty.
James - Well I guess the Andoas are toast? You guys are sittin pretty bro. Any word on who's next?
Andrew - I'm just taking it one challenge at a time. I have such a huge target on my back, I figure I
have to keep winning to stay alive. I would imagine I'm next if I don't win.
James - You're next if you don't win?
Dude, are we watching the same season?
Andrew - Nobody is ever safe. You don't think I'm seen as a big threat?
James - Yeah but you're like the Colby on the Ogakor or an Ozzy on Aitu. Don't sweat it bro.
The Omurano’s discuss James’s pleas.
Lill - I'm glad you had the immunity to break a tie if we needed it.
Andrew - Yeah, it was sweet to have it in hand. I hope I can keep this run going, I figure I'm and
even bigger target at this point!
Lill - You're totally safe till we run out of andoans. T and I like you, so I think you're good to the
end. Just don't screw us....well, you know what I mean.
PM's tonite...

I imagine we'll get some interesting

Andrew - Yeah, I already have one from James I haven't opened yet.
I am with you guys to the
end. Anything else makes no sense.
Lill - Thanx. You me and T final 3. beats me who should be the 4th.
Andrew - Maybe Skinny Ryan? Anyway, James asked me who was next. I rold him I was if I didn't
win. He ain't buying it though.
Lill - It just bugs me so much that Ryan hasn't been at any challenges or TC's all damn game. He's
definitely the safest choice, but maaan. I wouldn't be opposed to James being 4th if the rest of
you didn't mind, but I ain't pushing for him over one of us. A well placed puzzle challenge could
put him there I think.
Tijuana - Time to put Amanda and James on ignore lol
Lill - James wants to know if we're going to pagong them, and in what order. Amanda is "whoa,
what happened..." and I'm telling her that Courtney finally drove me crazy with her paranoia, her
tirades, and he wheeling and dealing.
Tijuana - I said pretty much the same thing to Amanda. She's asking me "where do we go from
here" lol lol lol. James asked if we'd Amber/Jerri Andrew and Osten lol. I told him we'd have a
beauty pageant to determine that.
Not receiving any answers only makes the Andoan’s more agitated.
Amanda - Seriously I'm about ready to call that cunt Lill out.
James - I'm sure Lill would love that. "For the drama." How did we end up aligned to the three
biggest backstabbers in the game?
Amanda - I dunno and I'm really not getting any responses. We can pull something off it's just going
to be hard if they really are solid about Omurano now. I'm really guilt tripping Tijuana. Like FULL
OUT I couldn't be more brutal.
Amanda puts the pieces together and Tijuana’s silence gives her the confirmation.
Amanda - The silence says it all. So looks like Omurano is back together and James and I are
fucked?
Tijuana - I feel really bad. I think it would have been cool if the final 2 was a pair but it's hard to
stick with a group of people when you find out that some of them are trying to veer off the
original plan. It just wasn't good for my sanity in this game.
Amanda - You were just as up for boot Lil eventually as we were. Whatever. I'm seriously going to
be pissed if Lil makes it farther than me in this game. We could still pull something together but
you're not even attempting to justify yourself so I'm guessing you've declared final two with Lil or
whatnot. Blech. I just feel played especially since I brought you to this game and now I'm going to
be fucked over by you.
Tijuana - I was up for going along with whatever I thought you guys wanted to hear. I'm not sure
what I need to justify? Sticking with this partnership group I was risking getting final 6 due to all
the side dealing some people were doing.
Amanda - Well you don't need to justify anything obviously, you have no need for me anymore,
other than a jury vote.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - Tijuana and I are friends outside the game regardless of what
happens and I feel like she knows that and possibly is using that to justify her actions, but I'm
hoping we're not through in this game because I know she wants Lil out almost as much as I do.

Tijuana - Amanda is just a tad more pissed than I expected lol. Oh well. She feels played rightfully so
Lill - Did you see the exchange i sent you? I didn't want to tell her "yes, you are fucked." but yes...
We played her hard. Not as hard as Courtney was played, but Amanda got hosed. You should send
her that "we got hosed Tommy, we got hosed..." youtube video I posted somewhere on here.
Tijuana - I think Amanda is feeling emotionally sensitive right now
I was visiting a friend the
other day and used his computer so I could come on for TC. I told him about the game and the
partners. He said that if he was my partner and I screwed him in the game that I'd be dead to
him. o_O
Lill - That's why you should never play this with friends! Play with Sucksters because we all have
thick skins and appreciate it on some level when we've been totally had... Christa and Amanda
are pretty gulliable. I was behind that war they had, fanning the flames on both sides... Don't
hate me because I'm evil...I can't help it.
Lill airs her dirty laundry with Andrew as they bury the hatchet.
Lill - I imagine Amanda is annoyed. BTW Courtney was my partner. Only T knows...
Andrew - DAMN!!! I thought all along Amanda was your partner. I am now being flooded with offers
from those douchebags. Mothers wouldn't give me the time of day two nights ago...
Lill - Please ignore my gloating in the threads. I understand completely that nobody is going to vote
for me if I make it to F2... Courtney is probably PISSED.
Andrew - I wouldn't say that, you've played a great game.
Lill - thanx.
Meanwhile, James and Amanda aren’t taking this sitting down.
Amanda - Let's be huge bitches!
James - Hellz yeah. "Go out with a bang."
Amanda - Meh.

Andrew just said no to working together. Shucks.

Amanda makes a public thread calling out her former allies.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - So, basically I've gone from the penthouse to the outhouse.
Tijuana and Lil have admitted they are back with Osten and Andrew, and we're fucked. It's
fucking lame as hell, because I had Tijuana's back at least. Tijuana really disappointed me.
Amanda - I'm shocked it wasn't me tonight, I certainly thought I was viewed as a bigger threat than
Courtney, but yeah, I'm next. Immunity here I come!
James - Yeah that surprised me too. Why Courtney? She just had an accident you heartless
bastards!
Amanda - Seriously, that was really low. I understand that you guys wanted to make a move, but
like why Courtney after her accident? Oh right, she got on Lil's nerves. And she's running the
show, clearly. Whatever. BTW Osten and Andrew, I'm not Lil's partner. I'd never be friends with a
cunt like that outside of this game.
James - Btw I'm Osten's partner. Nobody would suspect the two brothas being working together.
And those were two very close calls bro. <3

Lill - I KNEW IT! BTW we were planning courtney's demise before her accident. In my confessional I
posted that I'd be pissed if she had to leave the game before we offed her. But I'll concede that
she needs to recuperate. It would be torture to keep her in the game one minute longer.
Amanda - Not even gonna defend yourself, eh? Whatever. This game is full of cowards it seems. I
know I'm next and I will not go out without a fight. I'll do whatever it takes to win Immunity.
KNOW THAT, as Sheila would say. Oh and don't fuck with me because I will call you out on your
shit. I've never done anything wrong in this game and how anyone could trust Tijuana, Ryan or Lil
after what they've done is ridiculous to me, but so be it.
Tijuana - Jesus is my partner.
Amanda - I wouldn't put it past you to target her after her accident. I believe you, but you've been
nothing but a total bitch to me in this game. Shame on me for not making a move sooner, I knew
not to trust you when you started using my name negatively to all of your friends on Omurano. All
the lies you fed to Christa and the others. You beat me to the punch. Bravo. I still think you're a
fucking cunt.
Lill - lol. I know you haven't done anything in this game at all, except get pissy and let courtney
push you around. I admit it was fun setting you two against each other and feeding Christa's head
with whatever truths I decided she needed to believe about you.
Amanda - Pitting me and Courtney against each other? I never doubted her, I doubted you. You're
lucky you made the move first because I knew you were a deceitful cunt from the moment I
started talking to you.
Lill - Sorry, I meant pitting you and Christa against each other. I should have specified better. You
were crazy to get her out. I don't know why. And it's not like I pulled off this coup by myself. I
just voted...like all the other people who wanted Courtney out...
Amanda - Hmmm, I wanted her out because YOU made her hate me. >_<
Osten - Why yall want me out? Got something against black people? Racist.
Amanda - Actually Lil wanted you out over Andrew.
James - Poor Osten. It's called a totem poll. Or a food chain. You = bottom
Lill - oh come on now! First you assume I was behind Courtney leaving, now you're saying I was
behind your vote for Osten! hmmm Maybe I DID have the most control on Panoba after all? and of
course it was the ONLY question I missed on that challenge.
Amanda - You were adamant about keeping Andrew over Osten. Don't lie.
Lill - You're so funny! I did actually tell them who to vote for. It didn't matter anyways, since
Andrew wont he immunity again. The reason they didn't vote Tijuana or Ryan is that they're hot!
James - What about you Lill, baby? What's the reason we didn't vote for you?
Lill - 3 words: Boo Ya Grandma!
Ryan - I think using the car crash as a way to make us feel guilty for a game move is the thing that
is low here.
Amanda You should feel guilty regardless of that.
Lill - nope. Granted I think it sucks to get booted so soon after a car crash, but we had the plan
already agreed to before it happened, and this was the best round to do it.
James - The best round would be...never? Courtney was one of my fave Survivors evah, yo.
Lill - You weren't her partner.
All Amanda and James have is each other.
James - I dunno if it's wise for me to tell you this or not, but your my only true friend left in the
game, so what the hell. They plan to axe you next. Surprise surprise. T's idea.
Amanda - No surprise there.

James - Sigh. I wish they hadn't even bothered with that alliance of six bullshit and just pagonged
us right off the bat. Spare us please.
Amanda - What can we do?
James - I dunno. Beg for mercy? Andrew's not budging. Just how close are you with T anyway?
Maybe I can swing Ryan over. But without the numbers, he ain't gonna take it.
Amanda - She's not even talking to me.
James - These "partners" we were assigned with are real duds. Remind us never to talk to them
after the game.
Amanda - I just told Ti that I'm still cool with her after the game, because it's true. It's just a
game, but yeah, it's still unfortunate.
James - I never would have screwed Ryan over the way he has with me. Damn. i thought we had
something special.
Amanda - Same. I really was true to Tijuana. Shame on me for trusting people.
James - Dammit. We were too nice to play this cutthroat game. I never would have thunk it, going
into this.
The castaways wind down for the night.
Andrew - Well, time for me to head out...I'm sure we'll talk some tomorrow, and I'll see you for the
challenge on Sunday. Goodnight!
Lill - Yes, and thanx for being in on our little coup.
Tijuana - Good night

. Sleep tight. Don't let the bed bugs bite.

Lill - I hope I didn't scare you. We've had our fun rubbing it in their faces. I don't want the board to
go completely over to the hate...
We just pulled off the upset of the game though.
TijuanaOwnage!
Tijuana - Sorry, I was catching up on my gossip. Yeah, I don't want the board going completely to
hate in case it scares Osten and Andrew lol.
James thinks up a way to save Amanda and him.
James - Hey I just thought of something... Remember how the immunity winner breaks the tie?
If me or you or even Todd could just win that damn immunity on Sunday...we can convince one
person (most likely Ryan) that the 4 of us could control the votes. We can even let him pick the
target. It's a pretty shaky plan, but at least it's something. What do you think?
Amanda - That could work. Even more reason to go for Immunity...
Lill reaches out to Amanda, but the wound is still fresh and things get uglier.
Lill - Please don't take anything we say personally. We just pulled off a coup and we're just having
some fun with you all. We're not mad at any of you. We just felt like we were being treated as
the help and not part of the alliance's grand scheme of things. And Courtney was trying to back
out of the F2 deal we made. I'm sure she had a F2 deal with James, and probably you, and I know
she approached T, and who knows, maybe Todd. I never had a vendetta against you. Christa did,
but I never did. Courtney told me that you didn't like Todd, like on day 2, so I told Christa, and
she extrapolated from there. My only beef with you is this: I don't like the way you spoke to me.
On several occasions, you threatened me for doing what we needed to do to get Christa to make

a blunder. You didn't want to be a target. You never were in any danger, we had more than
enough votes to take Christa out. All I wanted was to get some fun out of the game, and you
pitched a fit...like you were in charge...
Amanda - You said and did things that were so unnecessary whether they were intentional or not.
You tainted my name completely and that's what made me into this huge target. I'm sorry if you
felt that I spoke to you in a mean way, but you fucked me over and I knew this day was coming.
Whatever, you fucked me over. All I've got is Immunity now.
Lill - Nearly everything I do is intentional. But I didn't make you any bigger or smaller target then
you already were. Christa decided you were the leader and a threat by your words and actions.
You decided, against the plan, to make Christa a target. I wasn't the first to tell her. I tried to
dissuade you, but you wouldn't be reasonable and you wouldn't take any advice. Since you made
the call, and YOU made yourself a target by doing it, I figured I might as well have my fun before
Christa was gone. Please stop blaming me for your own actions. I just fanned the flames and
stirred the shit that was already there.
Amanda - You never objected to Christa being voted out, and everyone was for it. You fucked me
over, plain and simple. Why are you even bothering trying to justify what you did when I know I'm
next anyways. Because you want my vote in the end? I need Immunity, I'm fine with that.

Panoba, Day 14
First thing in the morning, Amanda works on Osten.
Amanda - Looks like I'm in the "fucked over by Lil, Ti and Ryan" club too.
Osten - yeah. just try to do your best at challenges and who knows, maybe everything is not how it
seems.
Amanda - James told me Andrew said he wasn't swaying, even though I still don't understand how
ya'll could trust the three of them, especially since the two of you will be picked off by them
once you make final five. Excuse me for going crazy, by the way, I feel like I should go out with a
bang if I'm leaving.
Behind the scenes, Osten is thinking otherwise.
Osten - I really want Amanda gone. Getting sick of threyre bullshit about me not playing the
game...
Lill - She's next, unless she wins immunity. If she gets it we vote out Todd, so Amanda doesn't get
the pairs immunity... BTW you knew Courtney was my partner, right?
Osten - No...
god I wish Dave was still here...
Lill - Sorry, we had to keep that on the QT. It was so much fun everybody just assuming Amanda
was my partner just because Chicken said so at TC...
James gives a go at Osten.
James - Alright here's the deal: We all know the three jumping monkeys are running the show. Lill,
T and Ryan think they have it made. But what if they don't?
I've never had anything against you, and I'd be more than willing to work with you if we both
found that it benefits us equally.

I know you Os have a "to the end kind of thing" but I seriously doubt you guys will even hold
together and get to five. Those batty ladies have told me over and over how you were disposable
to them.
Here's the thing, if either Todd, Amanda or myself win that immunity, we'll be able to pull
something off. Remember how the immunity holder breaks the tie? Basically if we got one more
person to join us, we'll hold the majority and we'll be able to run the board from there on out.
We're hoping that person can be you. What do you think? Up for any power play lately?
This
move would really put you on the map bro.
Osten - Its risky. I jump ship, Ill autimaticly lose four votes in a final 2 situation. Look, I got my
own plan in the final five. And there is absolutely no reason it should fail. But Ill think about this.
James - Funny, I'd think they would respect you more for not just being a blind follower...but it's
up to you mate. You'd have all the Andoas votes locked if you pulled this off fo sho. But thanks
for considering.
Osten - I have one condition. If I pull this out for you guys, I want atleast one Omuruano with me in
the final four.
James - That's fine. Pick who you want, and pick your target.
You can even bring them on board
so there wouldn't even be a tie. But you'd have to keep it very secret, or the others will try to
talk you out of it...
James – CONFESSIONAL - *gasp* Of all the people me and Amanda could make a sales pitch
to...we picked...Osten? And it looks like he's actually considering it. Maybe our black alliance can
prevail after all?
James and Amanda get very excited at this prospect.
James - Dun dun dun. Baby, we have a bite.
Amanda - That's so weird that he said that. I told him that for the F4 I'd be totally down with me,
James, him and Omurano member of his choice.
James - Well I've been saying that Todd would be in on this and we'd "run the board." So he must
have thought I meant that as F4. Whatever, who cares! We've got something goin.
Amanda - I inferred that Todd is expendable.
James - And he is...god bless him. Or is he?
Amanda - I forgot about something!!!! If we get Ryan or Tijuana out, one of us will get an idol!
James - Dun dun dun. That will be huge fo sho. We have to use that to our advantage. I'm still
waiting for a response from Osten. I told him to "pick his person and his target." Cuz really, who
gives a shit which one of them goes?
Amanda - I don't. I'd even boot Tijuana despite not getting the Idol, I don't care. I'll vote any of
them off. Osten wont answer me?
James - I hope he's not spilling to Lill. OMG I hope that's not the person he wants to bring in. My
gawd would that be bad.
Amanda - Ew. That would be disastrous.
James - But...do we have a choice?
I don't think Lill would go for it though.
Amanda - Obviously not. I think he'd probably want to bring in Andy.

James - I'm fine with Andrew. But Andrew seems to be "loyal" to his clan. I doubt he'd go for it
either.
Amanda - Ryan would be the best bet.
Impatient, Amanda asks Osten if he has decided on anything yet.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - James and I are doing everything in our power to either swing
Osten, Andrew or Ryan to our side. That's our only play right now. I'm still pissed at them, they
fucked with the wrong person. Seriously, I don't understand why it happened and why they went
for Courtney before me. I mentioned to Tijuana that we'll get the Idols if James or Ryan go, but
the bitch is probably to dense to figure out that my loyalty to her was the only sure thing in this
game. She fucked it up.
Amanda - I guess that's a no then.
Osten - Oh come on! I need time. Im not gonna go to this shit all by myself. I need to council with
Andrew first.
Amanda - I completely understand, but you weren't answering any of my PMs.
Just tell James
and I what you want and what you decide.
Osten - I want Lill gone. But if Andrews isnt in then neither am I. Thats just he way it is.
Amanda - I am more than fine with that, I hate her more than anyone in this game does. And I
understand, I'll reassure Andrew, whatever you think is necessary. Seriously, we would all be in a
great spot. Talk it over with Andrew, I'll respect your guys decision regardless.
Osten – CONFESSIONAL - Well Andoas have presented me with an interesting idea.
Basically a final four alliance and I can with me one Omuruano. I dont know if im gonna go for it.
Personally I would very much wannag get rid of Amanda first and then jump ship Well see...
Ryan logs on and Amanda begins working on him.
Amanda - Whats up? Enjoy me going crazy all over the forums?
Ryan - You're very entertaining, this is top notch stuff.
Amanda - Just wait for my immunity run.
Ryan - Sure, Amanda, sure
Amanda - Just you wait and see. Did James say anything to you yet? He was pretty upset when we
talked last night.
Ryan - He PMed me, I responded
Amanda - Okay, Oscar the Grouch. If anyone has a reason to be pissed it's me, no need to be such a
bitch. YOU BETRAYED US, REMEMBER?
Ryan - I wasn't trying to be a bitch about anything, sorry if I was
After Amanda is finished, James takes his turn at roasting Ryan.
James – CONFESSIONAL - Apparently the "new plan" (whatever the hell that is...) seems to
have me/Ryan as the last pair in the game. I guess I can't complain too much. But he's seriously
underestimated how much his frequent flip-flopping and backstabbing has pissed me off and...all
that good stuff. If no one will budge, I guess Amanda goes on Sunday. There's still some wiggle
room at seven. I don't really have to go all out on this vote, though I have been trying to... Ryan's
seriously playing for second. I really gotta knock that into his head.

James - Yay I got snaked again... This is starting to become fun. So what is it? Do you want me with
ya or not? I'm supposed to "not take this personally" right?
Ryan - Courtney had to go, but let me tell you this, with this new plan you and me are for sure the
last partners in the game
James - And...everyone is ok with this?
Or are they just playing you for a fool?
Ryan - It's possible, but there's only two pairs left and I know Amanda goes next if IF she doesn't
win immunity. Someone has to be the last pair
James - And what's the plan after that...pick us off anyway? It'd be fun to see James voted out
with an idol. Just like the real show!
Ryan - Just like the real show... I really don't know what my next move is, I've been playing this by
ear and it's worked well for me thus far
James - Damn...I was gonna approach you with this elaborate...fantastic plan too...
Ryan - Wait, do you actually have one, because if so, I'd adore hearing it
James - Phew. As long as you're willing to hear it...
Remember how the immunity winner
controls the tiebreaker? I've talked it over with Amanda and Todd, and basically if one of us wins
immunity, all we need is one more vote, and this new power 4some can run the board after we
win the vote.
And yes...you guessed it! The person we want most, and the person it makes most sense for...is
you. Let's face it dude, if you went to the end with Lill or T...they'll mop the floor with ya bro.
Even I wouldn't vote for you to win in that scenario. They've basically used your vote to further
their ends, and when it comes down to it, no one is gonna respect your game. You've even
admitted that you just log on, get told who to vote for...and that's that.
This is the power play we've all been waiting for. The one where Ryan truly emerges as a true
gamer, playing for himself. I think it would earn you a lot of respect from the jury.
Ryan - This is all very interesting, my only worry follows 1. I feel as if Osten is the only person in
the game I can beat at a final TC I still like the plan, and I'd probably be very interested in doing
it for all the reasons you mentioned, but of course they immunity win would be important and
worse yet the TC is on the same day as the challenge that day which means I wouldn't be around
to find out which possibility happened
James - About who you can beat...that's not necessarily true. It just depends on what you do from
here on out. I think you can probably beat Todd. Hell you can even beat me if you play your
cards right. Of course, who would go for it? It's risky. It only benefits you. But wanna hope for the
best?
I'll try my fucking heart out at the challenge. If we lose we lose, but at least you
attempted something?
Ryan - Excuse me as I quake in fear as I think about how risky that is You're right, noone on their
side would flip with me... so it's a huge risk that I really want to take, since when were you so
into biting apples? Also, as much as I'd like to believe it, how do I know you'd choose me over
Amanda and Todd come F4
James - Baby...if you do this, I'd owe you my life. I ain't gonna give you up as easily as you've given
me up, dawg.
Todd is expendable at four. That's if nothing gets in the way to fuck it up long
before that. Anyway...won't you give it a shot? There really are no repercussions for you...as it
stands, they'll still keep you around as their goat. Who do you want us to target? Take your pick.
Ryan - As much as I like Ti and she's my closest ally over there... I'd like to see her gone first sort
of just because we'd instantly be the last pair, but at the same time Andrew's challenge run is a

bit scary and Lil is just such a huge presence that she also causes various forms of FEAR It's an
interesting inner conflict, just not Osten though, because he's no threat whatsoever.
James - Dude, if you're gonna pre-vote, we'll need to know in advance so we all vote the same
way. I wish you could be here at challenge time. And fucking win. Can't you hike to the library
just for the challenge?
Ryan - Andrew, I'm going with Andrew as my person to go first. And I think I'll just carefully word
my prevote in such a way that I won't be screwed to be honest, I hope that's legal. The library
will be closed at the time of the challenge, and I have to go for the night so I won't see you
answer till to this till tommorow.
James - Alright dawg. Thanks man. I hope to Jeebus this freaking works.
Ryan – CONFESSIONAL - I think I need to bring a reasonable amount of game starting
tomorrow when I get back, but UTR is working surprisingly well for me, so I'll stick mostly to that
James has presented a plan for to me that might get me more respect as a player, but it's very
risky... so I have to think about it more
Lill tries to keep Todd on a short leash.
Lill - What's shakin?
Todd - My essay unfortunatly. How are you doing?
Lill - I got you beat... I'm finishing my taxes! It was fun on here last night... I think Amanda is
convinced that I was the devil. Sorry I lied to you about my vote yesterday. I didn't want
Courtney to know we were ganging up on her.
Todd - I understand Lill, I wouldn't have been mad anyways I had no real protection with Courtney
anyways no real bond. I thought she was somewhat fake... How do you feel about how you've
played this game so far?
Lill - I'm getting all the heat for everything right now, but other than that I guess I'm doing ok. I'm
not exactly in the driver's seat of this bus, but I'm reading the map and and suggesting directions.
We've taken the scenic route so far... picking one threat off here, side tracking and taking out a
slacker there, starting a war or two, then going for another threat.... It's been amusing.
When Andrew arrives, he immediately tells Tijuana of Osten’s proposal.
Andrew – CONFESSIONAL - I feel like Lill, Tijuana and I are solid. Funny thing is, now all of
a sudden everyone else wants me. James sent me a message asking me to turn the game on it's
ear, Amanda was sniffing around, and even Osten wants to turn on Lill. I just don't think it
benefits me to turn. My chance are better sticking solid with Tijuana and Lill. As it stands now
our intentions are being the final three. Of course, there is always that chance they are
lying...that's what makes this game so fun, eh?
Andrew - How should we deal with him, and keep him in line? Well, talk to you soon, good luck
with the furniture.
Tijuana - Wow...yeah, I'm shocked. This would definitely not be a smart move. Does Osten forget
that besides Lill there's four of us so she really doesn't have that much power? I honestly have no
problem voting Lill (or Osten) out at final 5 but I really don't want to see any of us going before
then. Sure we'd still have the numbers at the next TC but honestly - I've pissed off enough people
and I don't need to piss off one more lol.

Do you think he'd try to force a tie at the next TC if we refuse to go along? I'm almost tempted to
just vote for him now but I like the fact that we have 2 more people then the Andoans and I'd like
to continue decreasing their numbers.
Andrew - No, I haven't replied to his message yet. I agree with you...final five, then we can jockey
for position. I'm going to tell him I'm not interested, and try to get a feel for whether he's going
to push it or not. I think we need to make sure one of us (besides Osten) wins challenge, so we
can get our way if Osten forces a tie. Hopefully he will see it's in his best interest to tow the line
for now. I'll keep you posted on things.
Andrew – CONFESSIONAL - I think I have a better chance against Lill than Tijuana. Lill
seems to have pissed quite a few people off...then again, they may consider it good strategy
come jury time. Of course, I also think people will respect my straightfowardness, my
consistency, and my ability to pull out critical challenges. I'm hoping that Lill or Tijuana will
consider me an easy finale mate if it come down to them making the decision. I also made the
decision to share Osten's PM to me with Tijuana. I want her to know that Osten may not be as
solid as he seems, and I want her thinking I'm totally loyal, and sharing everything with her. It
was a calculated risk.
Tijuana - Apparently James and Amanda are trying hard to sway the others still. Good luck with
that.
Lill - Beats me what James and Amanda can do to get our team with them. offer Todd and Osten a
F4? Then it'd be a race to immunity and the tie breaker. What are you hearing? We have an
advantage in the challenges, I think. Unless it's a puzzle. I suck at puzzles. We need to get
Amanda out this round if we can. If she gets immunity you KNOW how she'll gloat.
We'll never
hear the end of it.
Tijuana - Yeah, one of us needs to win immunity 1. to keep it away from Amanda and 2. so that we
have power if somehow there's a tiebreaker. I feel confident about Andrew and Ryan but Osten
and I have pretty much not spoken all round. I sent him a PM that I know he read and he hasn't
responded. I was trying to feel out what sort of tactics James and Amanda are using on him.
Lill - I'll send Osten some Pm's We need to target Todd as an alternate in case Amanda gets
immunity. If not,she gets the pairs immunity.
Tijuana - I kind of feel though that we need to keep Todd to safely force the use of the hidden
immunity. It shouldn't matter who has it. Otherwise, we risk having one of us go when the
partner uses the hidden immunity. Todd could be the sacrificial lamb.
Once good friends who exchanged witty sexual banter, Tijuana and Amanda’s
relationship is strained over the recent betrayal.
Tijuana - So whore, how many omuranos have you fellated since this last tc

. Have they enjoyed

your skills?
Amanda - I wouldn't touch any of you twats with a ten-foot pole.
Tijuana - but maybe with an 11 foot one? That might hurt
.
Amanda - I might lay back down for a bit. I need my strength to beat ya'll at Immunity tonight.
Tijuana - Good luck
. Here how 'bout I give you a nice relaxing massage?
Amanda - You'll probably stab me!
Tijuana - Oh, oops, thought I had my knife hidden.
Amanda - I'm actually going to shower. And no, you can't join me!

Tijuana – CONFESSIONAL - Amanda and I have a great bond so I was thrilled to be paired
up with her in this game. As cruel as this may sound even though we were working together from
day 1 in the back of my mind I did view her as someone I might need to cut loose if need be.
What hurts the most about essentially breaking up is that I wasn't able to give her any warning.
Perhaps I could have and I would have been able to put a spin on it but that spin would have
unraveled once she realized that I really didn't want to work any more to further the both of us
in the game. Don't get me wrong, I think it would have been spectacular for the both of us to
make it to the finals together - it would have added an against all odds kind of feel to the game.
I love a challenge in these sort of games and that certainly would have been one. Unfortunately,
I didn't feel that I could trust her former tribemates and I needed to be able to trust them if we
were really going to work together.
Lill gets back to Todd, who is having second thoughts.
Lill - Anything interesting going on? We're planning on Amanda tonite, assuming she doesn't get
immunity. If she does, we're think James. Wanna help us make a foregone conclusion?
Todd - If Amanda or James are gone what good is that to me Lill?
Lill - No good at all. I think one of them will go tonite. Something crazy could happen, though.
Seems like nothing ever goes according to plan in this game...
Todd - I'm not really one to do something too crazy. What happens once all of Andoa's gone? How
do you know that you'll be safe dear Lill?
Lill - I don't. I'm the most vulnerable of the bunch.
Lill – CONFESSIONAL - I'm sure my side loves that I'm taking all the heat about this. I'm the
devil, Andrew is the challenge whore with no strategy, and T is UTR. Osten and Ryan are lapdogs.
If I make it to face the jury, I hope for fireworks at Final TC. I'm hoping that most of the people
I've screwed over will see that I screwed them over, that I controlled a good portion of the game
and that I deserve the win. I'm expecting that they'll all pitch a fit and give me the finger. I
dunno. I imagine T will try and cut my throat before the end. Hell, she could be making a deal
with Amanda to use the pairs immunity to get them to the end. Should be interesting, however
this works out.
Lill - Amanda needs to go tonite, Short challenge, I hope we win.
Andrew - I agree, the bitch is the next boot. SHe has hung around too long.
Lill - If she wins immunity? I think Todd next, rather than take James out and give Amanda the
pairs immunity too. That would suck. And we'd NEVER hear the end of her gloating...
Andrew - I hear you, but isn't Todd a little more 'controllable?' What I can't seem to find right now
is the boot order list we talked about. I thought it went Amanda, James, then Todd, which would
make James the next target. But I could have it wrong. Of course, I'd rather make sure that bitch
doesn't win immunity.
Lill - if Amanda wins immunity tonite, targeting James would give Amanda the pairs immunity too.
I dunno if it matters, I just wouldn't like her to get it if we can avoid it.
Andrew – CONFESSIONAL - Lill Tijuana, and I have a deal for final three, but we'll see if
that holds up. Lill and Tijuana seem to be jockeying for position a bit, and I have a feeling I'm
going to have to choose, possibly sooner than I thought. But, I'll worry about that another night.
Tonight, Amanda goes home.

James works on Ryan to make sure he’s voting with him.
James - What if Andrew win's immunity? who's your back-up??
Ryan - If Andrew wins immunity it wouldn't work anyway
James - Oh. You're right.
He better not. It's do or die for my lil tribe. <3
Ryan - I hope you understand that I am carefully wording my vote so if one of my tribe wins
immunity I'm going their way, right? Also, that I'm making a huge risk here, and I'm a bit worried.
See, I am almost for sure guaranteed F2/3 [whichever happens] among the other tribe, sure, it's
as a goat, but it's still F2. Among you guys, I'm less sure to make it but more likely to win if I do I
guess... high risk high reward i guess.
James - You know it baby. Fuck being a goat. Go for the gold man. Lill is telling me she "feels like
her ass will be handed to her tonight." Why the paranoia? Someone scheming against her? Maybe
you should just recruit her and go with us 5-3.
Ryan - I don't know if I'd want to risk telling any of them about this plan
James - Hmmm. What if we somehow got one of them to throw their vote away. Would that work?
Ryan - 1. How would that even be possible
James - I ono. Maybe you can convince them to off one of your own anyway? (Who's the target
tonight, Amanda?)
Ryan - Yeah, it's Amanda Honestly, I don't think that'd work
James - Boo you people. Did you not watch Australia? It's called Jerring and Ambering.
Ryan - It'd be a difficult move mostly because I don't want them to know that I'm moving against
them
James - Alright. I'm just gonna have to pray one of us Andoas wins immunity. I think we can take
em. And if not, well...sometimes just deserved to get owned.
fish. Hope this works out. Tonight will be big. Catch ya later.

I'm done flopping around like a

Amanda checks up on James’s progress.
James – CONFESSIONAL - my inner delusions are all I've got.
I'm sure plenty of others
have been in my position before...lined up to get picked off. I ain't going down without a fight.
But it's hard to break through...it's like fighting against a fortress.
Amanda - Are you 100% sure Ryan is with us?
James - Almost. He's our best shot. Why, you have any other ideas?
Amanda - I'm just asking. Todd said you told him the deal but other than that he didn't really talk.
James - Todd doesn't talk much. It seems to be working for him. If this plan falls through, he'll
probably be the last Andoa standing. We have to just pwn that immunity tonight. If we can't get
it, well...we had our chance.
Amanda - Yup. Osten declined and was rude about it, but I know Andrew was the reason he
declined. Tonight, Andrew will pay the price. Ryan is with us til the end, right?
James - If the plan succeeds, then hell yeah. I gave him a pretty convincing speech I think. Fuck
Osten. He's a little pussy. And he better not show up tonight. I hope they all don't show up and
one of As wins by default.
Amanda - Lil has no life, she'll be here.
James - Well...it's almost crunch time. Good luck to the three of us.
Amanda - Time for ANDOAOWNAGE.

Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - If me or James or Todd are immune, if Ryan isn't lying this
time, we'll be able to break a tie and Andrew will go. I pray it works out, but I just want
immunity, because I'm not stupid enough to trust Ryan again. He very well could be lying his
skinny rat ass off.
The ever-present shit stirrer, Lill, enjoys getting a rise out of Amanda.
Lill – I think you should vote for todd tonite...
Amanda - Why should I do that?
Lill - Why not?
Amanda Lill Amanda - Okay, this is stupid. If you've got nothing important to say... I'll see you later.
Lill - Off with your head!
Amanda tries one more angle before the big Immunity Challenge to change Tijuana’s
mind.
Amanda - You know that if I go tonight James and Ryan get idols, right?
Tijuana - yeah but we'll know who has them.
Amanda - And you'd rather them have it then yourself?
Tijuana - Eh, part of me feels that if I have it then it'll be a reason for me to be targeted. Although
if I did have it....
Amanda - Having it is an auto-pass to final five, nobody will be messing with you. Just a thought.
Tijuana - Sorry, I get distracted easily. Like whoa.
Amanda - Well I think your making the wrong choice because of the idol thing but so be it I tried.
Challenge time.
Tijuana - Good luck with the challenge but I think it's my turn to finally win one

.

Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - I've got to go on a MAJOR immunity run, or I'm fucking toast.
They see me as the biggest threat and they want me out. Nobody's fucking talking to me again,
other than James, so I know I'm a dead woman walking. I knew not to trust people too much in
this game. I'm very self-critical, so I'm analyzing all the things I should have picked up on. The
thing that sucks is I was considering making a move against Lil. Meh.

Immunity Challenge, night 15
Jeff Probst - Okay, we're going to have several rounds of face offs. You're going to find a post in
one of the challenge threads. I will then post your opponent's image in that post. You must then
try to find your own image and post it here. You are only going up against your opponent for that
round, but all images will be hidden at once. To find the exact link of hte post you want, click on
the image above each post to get the link. Then send me the link in a PM. I will then lock down
all the challenge forum, this one to hide the images and reopen them at a pre-determined time.
Everyone clear?
Amanda - So not my challenge.

Tijuana - I think I get it. Find image, send PM.
Todd - Wait say that again....
Lill - no, not really what?
James - Not really...are we all gonna be doing it at once?
Andrew - I understand.
Tijuana - Since Andrew and I are the only ones that seem to understand lets just call it - Andrew
wins and I get 2nd again.
Jeff Probst - Alright, all youre doing is finding hiding spots for your opponents image. Once you
find it, send it to me in a PM. I'll hide this forum so you cant see it, put the images in the spots
you designated, and then open these forums for you. You find YOUR OWN IMAGE, post it in this
thread. Each round you're facing off against 1 person. So, everyone... we'll have to pick
opponents now.
Jeff Probst - Im going to shut down the forums, at 8:52 i'll reopen them and you'll be able to
search for my image. Ready?
Tijuana - I'm so nervous!!
Amanda - PMed. No way I will win this though.
James - Yeah...it was pretty much the last place i looked.
Jeff Probst - Andrew and Todd are still searching, everyone else is moving on.
Jeff Probst - I wanted this round to be really quick... everyone must be combing through
everything...
Andrew - I just sent it but I have to tell you I HATE this kinda fuckin' challenge.
Jeff Probst - Okay, andrew you're out. We're going match everyone up alphabetically. Amanda vs.
James. Lill vs. Osten. Tijuana vs. Todd. Find your places quickly and PM me the link. Next round
you'll be POSTING your own image HERE.
James - FUCK!
Amanda - I have to go against James.
Osten - You guys this is just not right. Why the fuck do I have to against Lill?
Tijuana - Go Osten! Have faith in yourself!!! There's no swimming involved.
Lill - Will james fall down on his sword for Amanda?
Amanda - Will Lil shut her fucking mouth for once?
James - I call bullshit to this challenge.
Tijuana - You never shut yours. Although at least Lill uses her mouth for talking and not for
sucking.
Osten - BURN!
Jeff Probst - Osten, stfu and hide your thing already youre wasting all of our time.
James - LULZ. Probstownage.
Amanda - And Osten, STFU, like you've done anything in this game other than follow your
tribemates blindly.
Andrew - And what was your last big move sweetcheeks?
Amanda - You may not like me but I've done shit, obviously. Otherwise why would ya'll be after
me?
Jeff Probst - Okay everyone, FINALLY youve all found a hiding spot. I'm going to shut down the
forums and reopen it at 9:25.
Jeff Probst - Amanda, you are out of this challenge.
Amanda - *sigh* I'm cooked. Good work James.
James - Hers was right below mine.

Sorry babe. I'll do my best to win this for ya.

Jeff Probst - Todd, you are out. James and Tij, start looking for hiding spaces so we can get the
final round over with quickly.
Osten - Lill you son of a bitch!
Jeff Probst – Okay, Lill, Tijuana and James moving on. I’ll open the forums at 9:41
Tijuana - wow that lag was a bitch. Glad I got my answer in fast
Jeff Probst - Congratulations Tijuana, you have won Individual Immunity. Tribal Council will
happen now, but tehre's some special news going on there.
Tijuana - special news? NOOOOOOO
Amanda - Special news? Does it involve immunity for me?

Temple Council, Night 15
Jeff Probst - Cmon in everyone.
Andrew - Hey Jeff, try NOT to piss me off with this special news...'kay?
Jeff Probst - Okay, first things first, let's welcome our ever-growing jury... Courtney joining us.
Christa, Brianna, and Courtney. Courtney, please say your one final post. Tijuana, giving up
immunity?
Tijuana - I'm keeping immunity. Please, after coming in 2nd four times in a row the last thing I
want to do is give this baby up.
Jeff Probst - Now I have some good news and some bad news.
Amanda - Where's the news?
Tijuana - *holds breath*
Osten - "insert dramatic music"
Jeff Probst - Tonight we were supposed to have a double-boot. We'd vote someone out and then
the person voted off was going to give Immunity to someone else in the game and we'd vote a
second person off. Now, Todd has chosen to remove himself from the game due to his work load
at the moment. So, we will only be voting one person off tonight. Todd has chosen to give
Immunity to Amanda. Tijuana, you will keep your immunity. Amanda/Tijuana, you are both
Immune.
Tijuana - lol. That's hot.
Todd - Good bye to players:
Guys I'm really sorry that I have to leave but I'm falling behind on my school work because of this
and I have a very intense week ahead of me. I go to a school were the courses arn't semestered. I
take all eight courses at once all throughout the year. For a taste of my upcoming schedule to
really understand where I'm coming from.
Monday: Essay Due + homework that night
Tuesday: Math test and Project presentation +homework
Wednesday: homework + Swimming Course (4:30 - 6:30)
Thursday: History Essay Due
Friday: (day off) but that night I teach swimming.
Saturday: swimming course 1:00pm - 8:00pm
Sunday: swimming couese 1:00pm - 7:00pm
I didn't want to leave this game because I hate quiting. I'm not leaving to screw anyone over
either. I wish you guys the best of luck. Even to those of you I don't really like all that much

.

James and Amanda, I wish you luck. Sorry I couldn't help you out at all, but trust me I wasn't
much help I wasn't invested in this game from the beginning.
Good luck all of you!
Bye!
Osten - You gotta be kidding me...
Lill - BOO and HISS from that.
James - What a...lovely development.

Yay Amanda? <3

Amanda - Yay! Todd I absolutely love you! <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 I'm here to stay bitches.
Tijuana - Poor James... Oh Amanda, why must I deal with your pale blurry skank ass longer??!
WHYYYYY
Amanda - You're not required to talk to me.
James - I <3 Todd the mostest. LOL.
Andrew - Yeah, hope your tribe mate likes the feel of your boots on his back.
WOO HOO!
Jeff Probst - So, without further delay... let's get to the voting. Amanda/Tijuana cannot be voted
off, everyone else is vulnerable.
Lill - <chicken>DAMN!</chicken>
Amanda - I don't know who to vote for.

I hate everyone other than James!

James - And soon...it'll just be everyone!
Love ya babe.
Lill - Vote for Ryan. He's never here anyways.
Courtney – JURY - Enjoy your HII, Amanda. Play it no matter what they say to you next round and
you can choose the next boot. T, you just got a ticket to the final four with your HII. I know you
are the mastermind, so you probably got my jury vote unless something crazy happens. James,
sorry buddy. Looks like I'll see you in the jury forum. Ryan, I know what you were pulling with
your vote tonight.
Andrew, nothing but respect man. Osten, you rock.
Osten - No love for Lill?
Lill - I guess I'm dead to Courtney...
James - Lill and love don't belong in the same sentence.
Amanda - WAIT! James... I feel the right thing to do is to give you immunity. I think you have a
much better shot in this game than me and I think you deserve to stay, I just got lucky due to
Todd giving me immunity. James, would you accept this Immunity?
Lill - Can Amanda give immunity away?
Tijuana - lol. It isn't going to change anything.
James - Erm I think it's too late for that love. They all voted already.
But I love you long time
for considering. Win this thing baby.
Tijuana - I imagine if it was allowed Jeff would have asked if Amanduh wanted to give it away.
James - Amanda can pull through. I know it.
Amanda - Thanks babe. I'll try, for Andoa. I'm not quitting. Amanda doesn't quit. If James wont
accept my Immunity, I'll keep it.
James - I have no doubts you will.
Gee...way to drag out the drama people.
Lill - so Amanda is still immune and James is still hosed?
Andrew - Looks like it...but hey, she made the grand gesture. There was a tear in my eye for a
second there...
Lill - I'm sure she did it just to screw with our votes.

Amanda - Do you really think I care about you guys that much? I did it because I thought it was the
right thing to do and James had a better shot at this game than I did. Get over yourself.
Jeff Probst - http://strandedgaming.com/episodes/peru/tc9.html

